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ike Charles Darwin's image of the march of progress,
which shows evolution frotn a stooped monkey to an
upright human, the double helix has become a standard-image scientific icon in Western culture (jig. 1).
The new scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
reveals a very different picture. Looking at DNA from
images generated deep within an organism (jig. 2), we are
surprised to note that the sarne irregular textures and
shapes experienced in our daily lives are also seen within
nature at such a small scale. DNA is, in fact, highly irregular and lumpy. One cannot help but see a contrast between
this new realistic visualization of DNA and the standard,
idealized textbook illustration
.
.
This visual conflict between the two DNA. images can
be described. In our traditional categories the STM image of
DNA represents a direct "imitation" of nature, echoing
nature's irregularities, while the textbook diagram can be
.seen as an "antagonist" of nature, an abstraction and idealization that throws out or transcends nature's imperfections.
These t\VO categorizations of DNA fit into formalisms
created by art historians of the early twentieth centuryprimarily such dualistic descriptions as abstract and real
(figurativ..e), or geometric and organic, that postmodern art
historians now regard as ''obsolete." Despite this postmodern conviction and the lack of recent papers addressing new
or old categorization schemes (in stark contrast to a plethora of earlier twentieth-century art historical writings),
recent textbooks for instructing museum curators or art stu1
dents follow these earlier modernist categorizations.
In spite of the postmodem claim for irrelevance of
dualisms in art history, cognitive sciences including
linguistics and neuroscience regard humans as "dichotomizing machines," whose dualisms are rudimentary forms
of basic and inevitable categorization. Such scientists as
Antonio Damasio and such linguistic scholars as George
SPRING 1996
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FIG. 1 Standard textbook idealization of DNA.

Lakoff believe that categories are fundamental to human
cognition. 2 I write this paper within postmodern science,
but with an open eye toward its complete relevance for art,
and I let the art history experts, postmodern or not, judge
the relevance of categories for themselves.
In both art and science, much work in classifying
images and concepts follows the conventional technique of
reduction. The first step in conceptualizing complexity is,
often, to carve it into .d ualities, or pairs of opposites.
Dualisms are pervasive, in part becaus~ they can provide a
logical, quick, and simple way to comprehend and organize
•
our expenences.
Within the construction of familiar dualisms, like
mind and body, and realism and abstraction, nature is
typed as irregular and imperfect, whereas abstraction
stands at the opposite pole. Abstraction, within this convention of Platonic tradition, is a complete withdrawal from

FIG. 2 Scanning tunneling microscope image of "real" DNA.
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nature, and is thereby assumed to be a more perfect, ideal
version of the natural world. The circles, lines, and squares
of Euclidean geometry provide an "ideal" vehicle for the
traditional and Platonic visualization of abstraction
because they are constructs or models removed or apart
from nature. We rarely identify pure Euclidean shapes in
nature because nature's forms are complex and indescribable within the taxonomy of Euclidean geometry. For
example, in this Euclidean context, a real orange, with its
irregular and lumpy surfaces and overall shape, is only a
pale reflection of a Platonically ideal and perfect sphere.
Returning to figures 1 and 2, we can see that these
two DNA images logically follow in this traditional dualistic, hierarchical, and Platonic interpretation of form. The
traditional and idealized DNA double-helix icon is an
abstract Euclidean geometric version of "reality" a
smoother, more regular, systematic, and standardized generalization. With the STM image of DNA, we reproduce .the
natural content directly. Its individual, irregular, and random shape is immediately identified and is experienced by
the viewer as naturalism, not as an abstraction or some
other formal level considered quite apart from nature.
I wish to argue here that the new fractal geometry
and the related chaos theory, complexity and nonlinear sciences, force us to revisit and rethink these two fundamental categories, which we have traditionally used to organize
our science, our art, and, more generally, our reality. 3
Fractal geometry, developed by Benoit Mandelbrot in 1975
is, for many, a revolutionary new kind of geometry that
enables us to quantify and thus see order where we only
observed disorder before. Based on the principle of "self-

similarity," fractal structures exist throughout nature.
Within the fractal theory, trees, clouds, fire, rivers, broccoli
can be observed as mathematically structured by "similar"
shapes that are repeated in different sizes or scales (like
4
Russian stacking dolls from small to large).
Major category change occurs episodically and with
great effect throughout Western history, and constitutes a
main feature of what many historians of science, like
Thomas Kuhn and I. Bernard Cohen, call scientific revolutions. 5 Copernicus recategorized and thus demoted the
earth from the all-dominant center of the universe to a
mere planet revolving around a central sun. Darwin's theo·ry of evolution recategorized and thus demoted humans
from a separate, special form of creation to a genealogical
relative of monkeys and apes.
As the cognitive linguist Lakoff and others have
come to believe, categories are fundamental to understand-.
ing the way we order reality. When categories change, so
does our way of looking at ourselves and the world. Scientific revolutions and their resulting changes in categorization do not happen overnight. Individual by individual,
book by book, with time this "paradigm shift" (to use
Kuhn's term) takes place. For Kuhn, new knowledge from
scientific revolutions is assimilated by individuals who
must then readjust their traditional beliefs to create "logical and factual congruence."
Like the category shift from premodern science,
which included the "knowledge" that rocks were alive, to
the conviction of modern science that rocks are dead matter, we now are facing a similar radical change. But this
time, as a result of fractal geometry, we are forced to place
our focus on reassessing and changing fundamental categories themselves and this shift will radically affect our
perception and cognition .
Before looking again at the two DNA images, consider a computer-generated fractal geometric structure (jig. 3 ).
The mountain is not real in the traditional sense of opposite from abstract, where abstract is defined as "withdrawal" or "removal from nature." Within our conventional

FIG. 3 Richard Voss, fractal mountain, computer-generated image.
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FIG. 4 Pablo Picasso, Bull, 1945 46, progressive states in a lithograph series
(II, IV, V, VIII, IX, XI), 113fa x 161/e inches. Collection of Bernard Picasso, Paris.

conception of. the world, based on traditional categories,
one has to ask, in view of such fractal images, how can the
mountain be accurately categorized as both real and
abstract, or organic and geometric, all at the same time?
Fractals literally and fonnally break down the traditional
separation between abstract (ideal) and real because fractal-generated images, as figure 3 shows, can look so much
like the complexity of a real object a fern or mountain,
for example yet such fractal figures are only a mathematical abstraction generated by simple numbers (or an algorithm}on a computer.
Geometric and organic, or abstract and real, are
descriptions of dualistic and hierarchical opposites. The
abstract is traditionally considered, in Western culture,
going back to ancient Greece, not only as opposite but also
as superior to the real. Our preference for the abstract over
the real has dominated Western history, whether in art, science, religion, or philosophy. 6 Our geometries have now
evolved from reductionistic abstractions to include fractals, which can be defined as reductionistic and holistic,
abstract and real.
The two DNA images (figs. 1 and 2) are now significant because they map and therefore bridge a visual, historical transition from the past (where abstract is opposite
SPRING 1996

and superior to the real and is described in classical
Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries) to the future
(where the abstract and the real are nonhierarchical and
nondualistic and described in both classical and fractal
geometries). 7
I believe that changes or revisualization of the
geometries of ideas (such as we observe from the two DNA
•
images) are historically fundamental to revolutions in both
8
art and science. In science, for example, Einstein's general theory of relativity can be seen as a new geometric revisualization of Newton's universe. Our Newtonian concept
of space went from fixed and absolute to curved and relative in its shape, as in Einstein's idea. In art, two largescale developments legitimately viewed as analogous to
scientific revolutions are Renaissance perspective and the
birth of modem art at the beginning of this century. As in
scientific revolutions these two artistic revolutions can be
visualized not only as changing images and ideas but also
9
as changing geometries.
The two dimensions of medieval art gave way to the
artistic and scientific development of Renaissance threedimensional perspective, and the birth of modern art
defeated the stranglehold of three-dimension al perspective, offering other geometric possibilities of two and even
four dimensions.
It is interesting to note, but not commonly known,
that many artists, like Marcel Duchamp and Naum Cabo,
at the beginning of modern art, were familiar with the new
geometries then being popularized during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, namely non-Euclidean (space as curved) and n-dimensional geometries (the
fourth dimension). 10
The same "new" non-Euclidean geometries that were
inspirational in art and popular culture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century also inspired Einstein.
Cubism, which began in 1907 with Georges Braque and
Pablo Picasso, was quickly joined in the 1910s by a
plethora of various movements, including Constructivism,
De Stijl, and Futurism. Einstein published general relativity in 1915. This theory was based on the same kind of
revisualized geometry (imagining curved spaces) that some
early modem artists gained from non-Euclidean concepts.
In Einstein's case the input was specific and on a more
technical basis: Riemanian geometry. 11
The conceptual shift that I am describing with the
two DNA images does not involve a geometric revisualization, as happened between Newton's and Einstein's views
of space. In this case the geometric change between the
two DNA images reflects the larger revolution of concepts
now taking place and affecting both art and science,
specifically, nonlinear sciences, which include fractal
geometry, complexity, and chaos theory. These two images
do not conflict in this new fractal era. They are a map for
present developments in understanding more about the

direct relations hip between order and disorder. This creates a necessity for reorgani zing our conventi onal knowledge, assumpti ons, and categorie s.
When we look at the two DNA images with classical
geometries in mind, we can rank figure l as abstract or idealized and figure 2 as "real." When we look at the two DNA
images with both classical and fractal geometries in mind,
what we see and categoriz e is quite different. In the new
fractal era, we see that figure l is a Euclidea n geometri c
expressio n of DNA represen ting a tradition al concept of
abstract ion whereas figure 2, with its irregular ity and
lumpy, self-simi lar surfaces , is ider:ttifiable as being fractal
and represen ting a new order of abstracti on.
From early schoolin g we all become familiar with
Euclide an structur es and the concept of abstract ion.
Dimensi ons {zero to three) and shapes (point, line, plane,
and solid in sequenc e ranging from the simple [point] to
the complex [solid]) embody the process of reductio n of
nature with abstracti on. In both science and art, abstraction has been a process of reducing nature (the complex) to
"progres sively" lower dimensio ns (the simple). As pointed
out earlier, this geometr ic abstract ion the complex
reduced to the simple, the real to the abstract is a geometry not of objective science and art, but of conventi on and
social value. The abstract is preferred and valued hierarchically above the real. The abstract , or the reduced
dimensio n, is consider ed perfect and ideal, especial ly in
comparis on to sensuous , irrationa l, and irregular reality.
In this tradition al view of abstraction, the DNA image
in figure l is Plato's "eidos" and in figure 2 is Aristotle 's
"entelec hy." Eidos is pure form, which exists a prioritimeless , uncreate d, and eternal. Entelech y is an active
generali zation based on generati on, time, and chains of
relationships within nature Aristotle's "man begets man."
Classical geometries Euclidea n and non-Euc lidean are
based on "eidos" and not "entelech y." Eidos and entelech y
are tradition ally at philosop hical odds and in conflict at
opposite poles, just like abstract and real. The fact that we
had a geometry for visualizi ng eidos, but no geometry or formal order for entelech y, reinforc ed the notion of eidos'
abstract superiority. We had no language to identify or organize an order within nature's entelech y or complexity, so we
assumed that no such order existed. As based on the only
.
structure s we knew, we assumed that abstraction or generalization could only be of a single kind hierarch ical
reduction from the complex to the simple.
This classical geometri c concept and specific order
of abstracti on is mapped througho ut modern art starting
right at its beginnin gs: Piet Mondria n's demater ializing
tree series his impressi onistic The Red Tree through the
gridded Compos ition (tree) or Theo Van Doesbur g's
abstract cow series (a real cow tranforrned into rectangle s
and squares) or Picasso' s Bull lithograp h series (fig. 4 ).
Fractals provide a new mode of abstracti on, but also show
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Chart comparing fractal and classical geometries.

that our Platonic notion of abstract ion and form was
restrictiv e and false. Look at figure ·S for comparison.
With its two characte ristics fractal scaling {or selfsimilarity) and fractal dimensio n fractals provide a new
form of abstracti on and a different kind of "order" than we
have known before. Instead of point,
line, plane, solid,
.
moving from the simple to the complex, we now have selfsimilar shapes. The twig has a similar shape to the larger
branch, which is similar to the trunk, etc. With fractal
structure s the shape stays basically the same. The only
change between twigs and branches or any level in a naturalistic fractal series is a slight variation by minor individualizatio n of branches {no two would ever be exactly alike),
and the size or scale. Rivers, fire, clouds, even our own
vascular system, have this fractal scaling property.
Look at the veins protrudi ng from the back of your
own hand. Traditional geometri c circles, lines, or squares
are poor abstracti ons or generaliz ations of the dynamic and
generativ e forms of nature. Fractals are not real, but certain types of fractals can appear "real." Such fractals as
figure 3 are abstract, geometric generaliz ations that appear
very real to our eye and brain. This sense of reality may
reflect the way the brain processe s information: the fractal
structure may be what we see; therefore , fractals generate d
on a compute r screen as abstract structure s will appear to
us as real. But if one looks closely, however, for what is
visually "true," one can see that these are not "photographic reproduc tions" of a fern or a mountain {especially
glaring for a botanist or geologist), but geometric represen ART JOURNAL
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FIG. 6

..

Richard Voss, the Mandel brot set, computer-generated image.

tation s of fracta l princi ples that are closel y "simi lar" to
certai n ferns and moun tains within actual nature .
As Mand elbrot , the found er of fracta l geometry, has
12 Not all fracta l
often said, "Mou ntains are not cones ."
struct ures look real. Natur e works on a limite d numb er of
scales . For examp le, a tree only range s from a twig to a
trunk. Mathe matic al fracta ls, like a Mand elbrot set, develop in poten tially infinit e scales for as long as the comp uter
will keep gener ating them. Richa rd Voss has create d one
Mand elbrot (fig. 6) set that is equal in magn itude to Avo23
).
10
(or
gadro's numb er
As one can obser ve from figure 7, reduc tion within
fractal abstra ction occur s, but is oddly differ ent. There is a
hierarchicc:rl reduc tion from large to small , but the small
goes on forever in the case of mathe matic al fracta ls. Unlik e
class ical geom etries , which transf orm from comp lex to
simpl e, from solid to point, fracta ls look the same across
scale s. As we reduc e the scale of a fracta l moun tain ,
instea d of gettin g smoot her and si.mpl er as in the reduc tion
that occur s within classi cal ge·o metrie s, the fracta l moun tain does not reduc e its complexity. By under standi ng fractals, we can begin to comp rehen d that duali sms and
hierar chies are not prope rties of all struct ures. I know of no
other formal struct ures that so defy our traditi on of dualis tic and hierar chical conce ptions of the world.
We can now see that "abst ractio n" is clearl y not
•
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oppos ite to "reali ty" or hiera rchic ally more impor tant.
Fractal struct ures are in betwe en abstra ct (ideal) and real,
and thereb y share aspec ts from both forme rly polari zed
oppos ites for examp le, fracta ls are holist ic and reduc tionis tic at the same time (see fig. 7). In fact, unlike classi cal geome tries, where the real orang e seems inferi or and
imper fect in relati onshi p to the ideali zed Eucli dean
spher e, the oppos ite is true with fracta ls, for the fracta l
moun tain or ideali zation is inferi or in our eyes to the real
mount ain. Fracta l moun tains or ferns are "too perfec t" and
too regula r to be "phot ograp hicall y real." To their frustra tion comp uter scient ists do not know a mathe matic al formula that would introd uce enoug h indivi dualit y to imitate
natura l object s.
With fracta ls we have an abstra ction that is not an
"idea l," or absol ute perfec tion, in comp arison with the
real. Once ~nowing this, we can look back at the conve ntional way we have used geome try or abstra ction as the
super ior single altern ative to the real as limite d thinki ng,
as a kind of analys is, based only upon limite d geome tries.
Fracta ls take some gettin g used to, as do all major
conce ptual chang es. Fracta ls in nature are not an exact concept, like the traditi onal classi cal geometric expec tation of
set figure s and scales . Fracta ls are more of a genera l principle with which we can identify shape s and struct ures as well
as measure the qualit y and quant ity of overall dimen sions of
complex and irregu lar object s (as when we say that the fractal dimension of a cloud is 2.6). Moreover, even traditional
Euclid ean shape s can be organized into relatio nship s that
are fractal, like a Van Koch curve (triangular struct ures generated into fractal relationships).
So, the geometry that would have us judge DNA figure
2 as subjec tive and figure 1 as unive rsal is now revisu alized, with fracta l geome try recon figuri ng figure 2 as both
subjec tive and unive rsal. Just as no two leaves are exactly
alike and are, thereby, subjec tive, leaves are also objective~
as they can be based upon the same univer sal, fracta l mathemati cal princi ple. DNA figure 2 is simul taneou sly eidos
and entelechy, abstra ct and real, reduc tionis tic and holistic,
formal and natura listic. To summ arize my argument:
1. Becau se most of the world is better descri bed as
·
fra c tal, we can see that our conce ptual frame work of
dualis ms and hierar chies, based on classi cal geome tries,
create d false value s, like the devalu ation of the real and
the reject ion of the "irreg ular."
2. Our conce ption of abstra ction as a linear reduc tion
from the compl ex to the simpl e so centra lly playe d out in
13 Becau se
art is only one possib le kind of abstra ction.
most of nature seems to be patter ned with fracta l structures, then perha ps our brains have been uncon scious ly
processing fractal struct ures all along, not only since their
explic it discovery in 1975. We are now catchi ng up by consciously knowing anoth er kind of abstraction and expan ding our horizons by learni ng how fracta ls are new possib le
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social, perceptual, and cognitive structures that reflect
nonhierarchical and nondualistic principles.
Whatever one feels about postmodernist thinking, its
portrayal of dualisms and hierarchies as limited cognitive
structures was valid, but seemed nihilistic before fractals. 14
Because humans are pattern-seeking and correlation
machines and thereby order the inner and outer complexity of existence through structure using relationships
of forms or geometries we cannot abandon traditional
hierarchies and dualisms without replacing them by an
alternative structure. Fractal geometry gives us this alternative.
As an icon DNA is much better described and
abstracted by fractal geometry. For as the fundamental unit
of all living things, DNA is universal and yet individual at
the same time. DNA's dynamism and movement, well
expressed by its natural irregularity, is also qtiite fractal in
concept not smooth, static, and timeless as in classical
geometries . The two DNA icons are symbols of visual
changes now occurring in science. 15 They therefore provide a map for revisualizing what we need to reconsider in
making art and understanding its history.
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